
The Programming Section



General Programming

 LabVIEW

 Easy, minimal syntax

 Optimized for roboRIO real-time environment

 Compiling and deploying takes forever

 Java

 Simple

 Compiling and deploying is quick

 C++

 Slightly difficult

 Less problems than Java

 Compiling and deploying is quick

Programming Languages



General Programming

Make sure to work closely with mechanical and electrical 

sections

Must be on same page 

Communication is key

Other Sections



Sensors

 Encoders, colour, camera, ultrasonic, proximity, limit switches

 Sensors can improve accuracy and precision of motions

 It can automate certain functions

 Autonomous mode is improved

 Keeps track of robot’s relative location and movement of parts



Organization

 Preseason (September - January)

 Learn how to program

 Familiarize software

 Practice on old robot

 Build Season (January - February)

 Program actual robot

 Post – Build Season

 Test, practice, troubleshoot

Schedule



Organization

 Code sharing

 GitHub, BitBucket

 Documentation

 Take note of how certain problems were fixed for future reference

 Commenting

 Make sure everyone can understand the code by explaining through comments

 Tasks

 Create a list of tasks that need to get done

 Passing on knowledge

 Knowledge gained should be passed on to future team members

Team Programming



At The Competition

 Robot’s router must be configured

 Routers can usually be configured                                                                    

near pit admin desk.

 Make sure router is set to BRIDGE                                                                   

when configuring

Hardware Configuration



At The Competition

 IDE, Driver Station, Dashboard, roboRIO, PDP, PCM, and any motors or 

actuators must be updated and most recent version.

Software Inspection



Resources

 Software packages provided by FIRST are very important

 Make sure to keep track of the serial numbers

 http://wpilib.screenstepslive.com/s/4485

 Step-by-step instructions for literally everything

 usfirst.org

 Resource libraries

 http://www.chiefdelphi.com

 Forum for FIRST teams

 The Internet

 Veteran team websites with useful resources


